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WASHINGTON POST EDITOR TO DELIVER JOURNALISM LECTURE 
MISSOULA —
A Washington Post editor will address issues affecting how the news is covered in 
America when she delivers the T. Anthony Pollner Lecture Monday, Oct. 18, at The 
University of Montana.
Nancy Szokan, the UM School of Journalism’s T. Anthony Pollner Distinguished 
Professor this semester, will speak at 7 p.m. in the University Center Theater. Her lecture is 
titled “What Are We Doing Here?: Professional Journalism in a World Where Network News 
is Imploding, Newspapers Are Dying, Comedians Rule Election Coverage and Armchair 
Bloggers Break Big Stories.”
Political strategists, lobbyists and others with an interest in shaping public opinion are 
spending more and more money on influencing this dwindling cohort of reporters, editors and 
broadcasters, she says.
“In this chaotic environment, do longstanding journalistic standards and practices play 
any role but loser?” Szokan asks. “Is there any point in holding to traditional notions of 
fairness and balance, if most consumers actually prefer to get news with a little attitude — or 
nod along with opinions that confirm what they already believe?”
Among topics she will discuss is how new media figures on cable television, talk radio
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and the Internet are increasingly driving American news coverage.
Concurrently, she says, confronted with shrinking audiences, many traditional mainstream 
news outlets — those with enough money, journalistic talent and experience to take on the most 
difficult stories — are cutting newsroom budgets and shrinking staffs in an effort to meet 
exaggerated Wall Street expectations of profits.
Szokan has held editing positions both at the Post and the Philadelphia Inquirer. After 
joining the Post in 1999, she was an assistant editor for the Outlook opinion section and later 
was a deputy national editor, directing the newspaper’s New York coverage of the aftermath of 
the Sept. 11 attacks. She now is an editor-at-large, assigned to oversee projects in several news 
departments at the paper. For 20 years before joining the Post, she was an editor at the 
Inquirer. Her last assignment there was as foreign editor.
Szokan is the fourth Pollner professor at UM. The professorship and lecture is named 
in honor of T. Anthony Pollner, a 1999 journalism school graduate who died in 2001.
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